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OBITUARY
DR DAVID WARREN AO
1923 - 2010
David Ronald Warren AO was the ﬁrst European
child born on remote Groote Eylandt, the largest
island in the Gulf of Carpentaria where his
parents were missionaries. At four years of age
he was sent to board at Launceston Grammar
and in 1935 he joined Trinity Grammar School
as a Year 4 Boarder where he stayed until 1941.
David married Ruth Meadows and had four
children. After high school he went to Sydney
University and graduated with an Honours
degree in science. In 1944 he started teaching
high school science and chemistry and in 1947
began lecturing in chemistry at Sydney University.
David was sent to Imperial College, London in
1948 where he took his PhD in fuels and energy.
In 1952 he took on the position of principal
research scientist at the Aeronautical Research
Laboratories (ARL) in Melbourne where he stayed
until retirement in 1983.
In 1953 David was asked to work with a
committee formed by the ARL to look into the
possible cause of two recent Comet passenger
plane crashes and by 1957 he had made a device
that he called the ARL Flight Memory Unit which
was capable of recording crew voices and ﬂight
data for up to four hours on iron wire with a
high melting point. In 1958 David took his unit
to England and was given a team of scientists
to help him improve it. They called the ﬁrst
prototype the Red Egg, but after a remark that
it was a device in a “black box” this name stuck.
A crash in Australia in 1961 led to a judge
ordering that all Australian airliners had to carry a
ﬂight recorder. The idea spread worldwide and it
is now unthinkable that a plane would not carry
a Black Box.
David was awarded the Australian Institute of
Energy Medal in 1999 and the Hartnett Medal
of the Royal Society of the Arts in 2000. In 2001
he received the Lawrence Hargrave Award of the
Aeronautical Society and in 2002 was appointed
an ofﬁcer of the Order of Australia.
David passed away on July 21 2010 aged 85.

top right: Dr Warren with two “black boxes” in
differing levels of development.
middle: Dr Warren opening an auditorium named
in his honour at the Defence Science and Techology
Organisation (DSTO)
bottom: Dr Warren in a cockpit
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